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Why build the Einstein Telescope?
Einstein Telescope, a 3rd generation GW detector will improve the current adLigo sensitivity
by a factor 10 and also improve the detector sensitivity upto low frequencies of 2 Hz.
Advantages of building ET
•

An improved detector sensitivity by a factor 10 - enables a 𝟏𝟎𝟑 times larger volume of the universe
to be observed.

•

Improved sensitivity upto frequencies of 2 Hz - observation of BBH or BNS events for longer
duration.

•

Strong field tests of General Relativity – SNR >100.

•

Other astronomical and cosmological implications.
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Figure 1. An artists impression of the underground Einstein Telescope
GW detector beneath the Limburg landscape.

B-G-NL candidate site for Einstein Telescope
Array and borehole studies are being conducted at the ET candidate site in the Limburg to obtain
detailed information about the subsurface.
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Limiting noise sources for ET
Low frequency sensitivity of ET may be limited due to gravity gradient noise also known as
Newtonian noise.
Why should ET be built underground?
•

Seismic ground motion couple to the suspended elements of the detector through gravitational
forces of attraction and cannot be shielded from mechanically.

•

Hence only a reduced seismic ground motion can suppress Newtonian noise.

•

Ground motion reduces by an order of magnitude as we go deeper (≈ 300 m) in the subsurface.
Hence the need to build ET underground.
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Figure 2(a) AdV noise curves and the ET design sensitivity showing how NN would limit ET sensitivity if built on the
earth’s surface. (b) Surface wave Eigen function varying with depth and frequency for a Limburg like geology
shows the reduced contribution of surface wave seimsic noise at depth.
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Inputs to model Newtonian noise
Simulating the subsurface seismic displacement is a necessity for computing the associated
Newtonian noise.
Seismic wavefield modeling inputs
•

Source mechanism.

•

Subsurface parameters like compressional, shear wave velocity, density and quality factor.

•

An elastic wave equation solver.

Newtonian noise modeling inputs
•

Subsurface displacement.

•

Distribution of noise sources.

•

Discretizing the simulation domain efficiently.

Newtonian noise subtraction
•

Dense array of seismic sensors to measure the seismic noise level.

•

Synthesis of ambient seismic wavefield that match our observed ground motions.

•

Compute NN and design subtraction schemes.
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Strategies for modeling the subsurface
Subsurface modeling of the subsurface can be carried out using both active and passive
seismic methods.
Active seismic principle
•

Excite the subsurface with a signal of desired strength and phase using a vibroseis or an explosive.

•

Measure the subsurface response using a array of geophones.

•

Use the reflection and refraction response of the subsurface for imaging it.

Passive seismic principle
•

Extract the response of the subsurface using the seismic noise recorded at multiple geophones.

•

Unlike active seismic, measurements of seismic noise needs to be recorded for long periods in the
range of months to years.

•

The dominant contribution of surface waves in the recorded seismogram is used to extract the
subsurface information.

•

Caveat
•

Since the response of the medium corresponding to surface waves are studied, this method is
sensitive more to changes in shear wave subsurface velocity unlike active seismic which
gives a compressional wave velocity model.

Why passive seismic?
•

Less intrusive and cheap.

•

Use of wireless geophones enable flexible sensor geomtery which helps to study the propagating
surface waves in a desired frequency band while spanning huge survey regions.
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Passive seismic interferometry – stepping stones
Seismic interferometry is a method of extracting the subsurface response between two
geophones by using the simultaneously recorded seismic noise at both the geophones.

A bit of the past:

“Auto-correlating the transmission response recorded at a receiver on the earth’s surface from noise
sources in the subsurface, one would retrieve the reflection response at this receiver from a virtual
source also at the same location.’’ - Claerbout, 1968
A bit of nomenclature:
Green’s function (GF) response of a medium: A solution to the equation of motion in an elastic solid
when the force field is substituted with a delta function defined at a given point in time and space
enclosed by the elastic solid.

𝝏𝝉𝒊𝒋

𝝆𝝏𝟐 𝒖𝒋

− 𝟐 = −𝒇𝒊 Equation of motion
𝝏𝒙𝒊
𝝏𝒕
Where, 𝜏𝑖𝑗 is the stress tensor, 𝑢𝑗 is the displacement field, 𝑓𝑖 is the external force on the system and
𝐱, 𝑡 are the space and time variable respectively.
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Passive seismic interferometry – the climb
“Extracting the Green’s function response of the medium between two geophones can be
understood as a method of cross-correlation of simultaneously recorded seismic noise
followed by stacking over many such time segments

’’ – Wapenaar, 2004

Seismic interferometry steps:
Record seismic noise data for 2
sensors for weeks/months
Precondition the seismic noise signals

Perform cross-correlation (𝐶𝐶𝐴𝐵 )of the
noise signals over desired time stretch

Ensemble average the crosscorrelation sequences

𝐺𝐹𝐴𝐵 𝑡 = −

𝑑𝐶𝐶𝐴𝐵
𝑑𝑡

Figure 3. Flowchart showing the steps for performing
seismic interferometry.
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Desirably over every
hour of seismic noise
data !

Seismic noise characteristics – survey 1
Power spectral densities were computed hourly with five minute windows, and then
averaged over every day.
Observations
•

One order reduction in magnitude of seismic ground motion when measured at 10 m deep compared to
the surface.

Figure 4(a) 𝐒𝐞𝐧𝐬𝐨𝐫 𝐋𝐚𝐲𝐨𝐮𝐭, (b) Daily averaged PSD of sensors for
Nov 11, 2017 marked in red
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Sensor geometry – survey 2 for performing 3D subsurface imaging
146 vertical component geophones deployed along a dense regular grid with consecutive
stations separated by ≈ 50 m and the array spanning approximately 950 × 600 sq. m.
Objectives:
•

Extract Green’s function between every possible station pair.

•

Why such a dense network?
•

Better ray path coverage of the area which enhances the reliability of the tomography results.

Figure 5 (a) Array geometry on a map of the region. (b) Array layout showing sensor
location in cartesian coordinates. (c) Altitude measured at each sensor location
shown using the colorbar.
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An example Rayliegh wave cross-correlation
We put forth an example of the cross correlation time series between a station pair oriented
North-South.
Example
•

Figure below shows the daily averaged cross correlation between station # 1009 and 1039 with and
without pre-processing of the raw ground motion.

Figure 6(a) Array layout showing the location of sensor 1009 and 1039. (b) Daily
cross-correlation time series between sensor 1009 and 1039 without preprocessing.
(c) with preprocessing.
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Estimating surface wave group velocity – FTAN analysis
On extraction of the Green’s function from every station pair, we use the frequency-time
analysis method (FTAN) to estimate the group velocity of the propagating Rayleigh waves.
Method
•

The FTAN method was proposed by Dziewonski et al., 1969 and later formalized by Levshin et al., 1989.

•

FTAN: computing the signal envelope of the symmetric cross correlations corresponding to several
thin band gaussian filters.

•

If 𝑆(𝑓) be the fourier transform of the Green’s function defined over
≥𝑓≥−
, where 𝑓𝑆𝑎𝑚𝑝 is
2
2
the sampling frequency, then the signal envelope 𝑆𝑒𝑛𝑣 (𝑡) in time domain can be computed as,

𝑓𝑆𝑎𝑚𝑝

𝑆𝑒𝑛𝑣 𝑡 = |𝐼𝐹𝐹𝑇 𝑆 𝜔 1 + 𝑠𝑔𝑛 𝜔
•

∗ 𝐺 𝑤, 𝑤0

𝑓𝑆𝑎𝑚𝑝

|

where, 𝐺 𝜔, 𝜔0 is a thin band gaussian filter centred at frequency 𝜔0 .
𝐺 𝜔, 𝜔0 = 𝑒

−𝛼

𝜔−𝜔0 2
𝜔0

•

The modulus of the inverse fourier transformed signal gives us the signal envelope. The maximum of this
envelope gives us the group travel time, and hence the group velocity.

•

Selecting the value of 𝜶 is ofcourse subject to the signal strength at different frequencies. For our
analysis we used a 𝛼 between 100 and 200, depending on the SNR of the Green’s function.

•

A too high value of 𝜶 might lead to weak SNR, whereas a too high value tends to over-smooth the group
velocity estimates, especially at low frequencies where velocity changes are faster.
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FTAN at work – example
We present here an example of how the FTAN method works for our data set.
Results
•

Figures below shows the estimates for station no 110 and 38. Reliable group velocities could only be
estimated in the frequency band 2.6-4.5 Hz.

•

Since the stations are far apart good correlation was observed only at low frequencies and the
correlation magnitudes were significantly low for frequencies > 4.5 Hz.

Figure 10. FTAN results for station # 110 and # 38
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Group velocity estimates – all station pairs
The FTAN analysis was carried out for all station pairs with a minimum separation of 100 m.
Selection criteria
•

Initially a total 10585 CCFs are
estimated for all combination of station
pairs but a minimum separation of 100
m.

•

Group velocity for a particular
frequency is only estimated if the
station separation is > 3 times the
wavelength at that frequency (far field
criteria)

•

Out of all station pairs, the pairs that
do not lie within the estimated azimuth
band obtained from CCBF analysis are
discarded. (Most station pairs that are
discarded gives an overestimate of the
group velocity as they are not oriented
along the dominant noise direction).

•

Note
•
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Due to the frequency dependence of the
noise direction, it is possible that for a
particular station pair some frequencies
provide reliable group velocity estimates
whereas some not.
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Figure 11. Estimated group velocity histogram as a function of
frequency anf the mean group velocity shown with the solid line.

Passive seismic tomography – checkerboard tests
Velocities in the simulation domain is made
to vary high-low alternately and using the
fixed station paths between sensors we aim
to reconstruct the checkerboard models
back.
Inputs:
•

Based on the mean group velocity at each
frequency we construct a checker borad
velocity model at each frequency with velocity
alternating between 𝑣(𝑓)𝑔𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑛 ± 𝜎 𝑓 with
each square of the size 100 × 100 m.

•

Ray paths that were found useful from the
CCBF method are only used for reconstructing
the checker board model.

•

A perfect reconstruction is achieved except at
frequencies > 5.6 Hz where the south-west
corner of the survey region is not reconstructed
due to insufficient ray coverage.
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Passive seismic tomography – Terziet Results
Low frequencies between 3-3.4 Hz is
sensitive to depths between 70-90 m, and
high frequencies beyong 4.2 Hz are
sensitive to changes in top 35 m of soft soil.

Interpretation:
•

A overthrust fault in the region marked as F1 is
characterized by a high velocity anomaly
overlying a low velocity region.

•

At high frequencies regions marked as H2 and
H3 show a high velocity anomaly due to the
presence of sandstone between the Vaals and
the Namurien formation.

•

The low velocity anomaly between H2 and H3
lack the presence of sandstone and was verifed
from local excavations in the region.
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Passive vs Active?

Figure 14. A comparitive plot showing the P-wave velocity depth model
obtained using active seismic refraction method and the group velocity
maps obtained from passive seismic analysis method. A high velocity
anomaly characterizes the overthrust fault.

•
•
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We demonstrated the use of seismic noise for obtaining shallow S-wave subsurface
models and which can be implemented near most GW detectors.
These 3D models not only helps in better site characterization but also serves reliable
computation of Newtonian noise.
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Underground PSDs from simulated data
The simulations suggest a strong reduction of seismic amplitudes underground. This will be
confirmed with a borehole study at the end of 2018
Underground PSD from
synthetic data
•

Below 2 Hz: Large Rayleigh
wave amplitudes (>> 300m)
lead to little attenuation factor
underground

•

Above 2 Hz: Attenuation of
about one order of magnitude
(in power) already at depth of
100 m with respect to surface

•

This will be confirmed by
borehole study to 300m depth
planned for end 2018, with
installation of 3-axial
permanent seismic senor
underground
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Newtonian noise depth at the ET candidate site
Newtonian noise underground is strongly suppressed with respect to surface Newtonian noise

Results
•

Large reduction factor
between surface and
underground Newtonian
noise achieved due to soft
soil on hard rock geology

•

Improvement from 100 m to
300 m due to increased
distance to noisy surface
layer

•

Mean underground NN at
300 m drops ET design
sensitivity curve
Improved suppression can
be achieved by subtraction
schemes

•
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Conclusion & Outlook
•

•
•

Currently a 260 m borehole is ready and seismometer to be installed between May 6 – 10,
2019.
An accurate model of the subsurface to a depth of 260 m, Quality factor estimation to follow.
Reliable calibration of underground seismic motion using the borehole seismometer data and
hence better estimation of Newtonian noise.
Spectral tool
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Questions?
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